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	This book illustrates the commonly used and novel approaches of audio watermarking for copyrights protection. The author examines the theoretical and practical step by step guide to the topic of data hiding in audio signal such as music, speech, broadcast. The book covers new techniques developed by the authors are fully explained and MATLAB programs, for audio watermarking and audio quality assessments and also discusses methods for objectively predicting the perceptual quality of the watermarked audio signals.

	
		Explains the theoretical basics of the commonly used audio watermarking techniques
	
		Discusses the methods used to objectively and subjectively assess the quality of the audio signals
	
		Provides a comprehensive well tested MATLAB programs that can be used efficiently to watermark any audio media
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Fast SOA: The way to use native XML technology to achieve Service Oriented Architecture governance, scalability, and performanceMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
FastSOA is a great book with lots of meat on the bones and practical real-world XML and SOA knowledge. Much of what passes for SOA right now is simply block diagrams and vague exhortations to get the architecture right. Frank Cohen gives a practical guide to what software developers, architects, and CIOs have to do to deliver highly scalable,...
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Microsoft System Center Cloud Management with App Controller (Introducing)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center - this book focuses on using AppController to manage virtual machines and services across private and public clouds. Series editor Mitch Tulloch and a team of System Center experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you through key configuration and management tasks.
...
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Robots, Androids and  Animatrons, Second Edition : 12 Incredible Projects You Can BuildMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Bound to stir the imagination and inspire plans.--Poptronics, on John Iovine's PIC Microcontroller Project Book

MORE SENSORS--MORE SMARTS--MORE MOVES--MORE POWER--MORE CONTROL--MORE PROJECTS--LOWER COSTS--AMATEUR ROBOTICS COMES INTO ITS OWN!

Robots, Androids, and Animatrons Second Edition

The time has come for you to...
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Pro Jakarta CommonsApress, 2004
Jakarta Commons are easily reusable components that can quickly be put to  good use in any server-side Java development undertaking. In fact, components  are not big applications, but sleek code bits that perform specific tasks very  well. This book provides much-needed documentation and usage information about  the popular sub-projects forming...
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Theory of Sobolev Multipliers: With Applications to Differential and Integral Operators (Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften)Springer, 2008
The purpose of this book is to give a comprehensive exposition of the theory of pointwise multipliers acting in pairs of spaces of differentiable functions. The theory was essentially developed by the authors during the last thirty years and the present volume is mainly based on their results.
Part I is devoted to the theory of multipliers and...
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Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Nginx is an open source high-performance web server, which has gained quite some
	popularity recently. Due to its modular architecture and small footprint, it has been the default
	choice for a lot of smaller Web 2.0 companies to be used as a load-balancing proxy server. It
	supports most of the existing backend web protocols such as FCGI,...
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